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Abstract

This paper describes a biological cell simulation that incorporates the basic theory of autopoiesis, that replicates the Varela and McMullin SCL model of autopoiesis using a different technology, and that extends and scales that model in the direction of greater biological realism. The simulation was implemented using Rational Rose RealTime, a tool used for commercial development of concurrent real-time and embedded systems, rather than the cellular automata Swarm technology used by Varela and McMullin. Much of this paper deals with the resulting issues of object-oriented goal-directed top-down design versus the non-goal-directed bottom-up autopoietic organization of runtime. A suggestion for future work that could lead towards goal-directed use of an autopoietic organization is presented.
Introduction
Several years ago (Webb, 1999) I developed a simulation of a biological cell, using the Rose RealTime (RRT) software development tool, in an effort to simultaneously learn more about RRT, about biological systems, and about complex systems in general. One result of this effort was a set of new issues.

I have returned to that earlier system and the issues it evoked as the starting point for my honours project in cognitive science. I have chosen to integrate that work with the theory of autopoiesis proposed by neuroscientists Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela (Maturana and Varela, 1980) in their attempt to characterize both life and cognition.

This honours project steers away from some of the more traditional approaches of cognitive science. Its perspective is much more that of artificial life (ALife) than of artificial intelligence (AI). It seeks to understand intelligence by understanding the biological processes that underlie the human variety of cognition. Its cognitive focus is on embodied intelligence rather than on the symbolic representational intelligence of traditional AI.

Much of this project is about biological cells. Neurons, the main focus of the neuroscience component of cognitive science, are one type of cell. I believe it is important to understand what neurons do in general, not just the part that we currently believe has to do with cognition. The networks of neurons in the nervous system, from which cognition is generally accepted to arise, are just collections of cells organized in a certain way. The present paper argues that cells, and thus neurons, are autopoietic system, and implicitly that autopoietic systems are an important approach to understanding cognition.

In this paper I will describe my original cell model (CM), including some of the biology behind it, and the RRT approach used in implementing it. I will then describe the theory of autopoiesis proposed by Maturana and Varela, a simple cell model demonstrating autopoiesis theory that was developed by Varela (Varela et al, 1974), and the modernized Substrate Catalyst Links (SCL)
version developed by Barry McMullin (McMullin & Varela, 1997; McMullin, 1997a; McMullin, 1997a; McMullin & Gross, 2001). Then I will discuss the issues that came out of my original CM system, in the context of autopoiesis theory and in comparison with Varela and McMullin's model. This will be followed by a discussion of my integrated Autopoietic CM (AutoCM) system developed as part of this honours project, the results of that work, and suggested future directions.

**Motivations**

There was no single focus or rationale in developing the original cell model (CM). I was thinking about it abstractly in 1994, and it took on a concrete realization over a period of two years from 1998 to 2000. It was an informal personal project that evolved as my own interests cycled between several poles, including the following three:

1) I had a strong interest in complex systems, especially complex biological systems. I saw these as more complex than the digital switches I had worked on at Nortel. Also knowledge of biological cells is public, whereas digital switch technology is proprietary. I had a feeling that there were fundamental similarities between biological systems and today's most complex software and hardware systems, and I wanted to explore this common space.

2) As an employee of ObjecTime Ltd., I wanted to use the company's ObjecTime Developer (OTD) product (which later became Rational Rose RealTime) to build larger and more complex models to explore just what OTD (RRT) could do.

3) I wanted to explore what computer science can learn from a study of life and mind.

Cells, and the environment in which cells exist, are extremely complex entities, the understanding and simulation of which pose interesting challenges to the software architect. The ultimate challenge is to figure out how to integrate the solutions for the individual problems into a common architecture.
Not only are these systems exquisitely complex, but much of what is known about this complexity has been captured in well-written color-illustrated textbooks. These systems are more complex than and quite unlike current digital systems, and at the same time much better documented. In short, detailed information about these systems is readily available, in contrast to the lack of availability of detailed design specifications for proprietary technological systems.

Digital systems are often version 1.0, and are almost never more than version 10.x. Biological systems by contrast represent orders of magnitude more design cycles. These designs have been gradually honed over a billion years or so of evolution. They are complex, viable, robust, well-integrated with each other, and often surprising.

One challenge in the model was to integrate the diverse elements that became of interest as I investigated the realm of biology. This inevitably led to a search for unifying concepts on the one hand, and for ways of handling diversity on the other hand. Most computer models are developed to study one fairly well defined area, whereas it was the intention with CM to look more for architectural principles.

Another principle was to try to directly model the concrete reality described in biology texts, rather than using computer science abstractions such as artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms, cellular automata, swarm systems, and so forth. The approach with the original version of CM was qualitative rather than quantitative, informal rather than formal, and a personal learning experience rather than a focussed professional endeavor.

### Rational Rose RealTime

Rational Rose RealTime (RRT) is a design and implementation tool for the production of real-time and embedded software. It combines the features of the industry-standard Unified Modeling Language (UML) with the real-time specific features of the Real-time Object-Oriented Modeling (ROOM) approach developed at Bell Northern Research (Nortel) and ObjecTime Ltd. It is used
principally by companies that produce telecommunications and embedded applications. In both types of application the software is hidden away inside some piece of hardware and does not normally interact with a human through a monitor and keyboard. An RRT application's main function is to react to events in the environment, and internally-generated timeouts, in real-time.

Software developers design software with RRT by decomposing the system into an inheritance hierarchy of classes and a containment hierarchy of objects. Each object, or capsule as they are called in RRT, contains a state machine that defines how it reacts to externally-generated incoming messages (generated within other capsules or sent from external systems), and to internally-generated timeouts. All C++, C, or Java code in the system is executed during transitions from one state to another (which may be a self-transition to the same state). An executing RRT system is therefore an organized collection of communicating finite state machines. The RRT run-time scheduler guarantees concurrency by making sure that each transition runs all of its code to completion before any other message is processed.

The RRT design tool is visual. Capsules are dragged from a list of available classes into other classes. Compatible ports on different capsules are graphically connected to allow the sending of messages. State machines are drawn to represent the behavior of each capsule. Other useful graphical tools include use cases, and message sequence charts. External C++, C, or Java classes can be easily integrated into the system. The figure on the next page is a screen shot of RRT showing the list of capsules and classes, the finite state machine for CellBilayer, the hierarchical containment structure for EukaryoticCell, and a bit of C++ transition code.
The developer generates the executing system by selecting "Build" from a menu. RRT generates all required code from the diagrams, and produces an executable. The executable can then be run, tested, and debugged using the design diagrams as run-time monitors and probes.

I decided to use RRT to develop the Cell Model (CM) because of my several years of experience with the product, and because it allows the static hierarchical structure of biological systems to be very naturally represented. About 99% of the capsule classes in CM, and an even higher percentage of the run-time objects, directly represent identifiable biological entities such as Cell, Membrane, Enzyme, Nucleus, DNA, mRNA, etc.

**Original Cell Model (CM)**
The original cell model (CM) contains much more than just a single cell. It includes various environments to test the cell. There is a circulatory system to move a population of cells continuously between an environment (a lung) rich in oxygen and low in carbon dioxide, and a second environment (a brain) low in oxygen and high in carbon dioxide. There are neurons which are specialized extensions of a cell, and a nervous system to test the transmission of chemicals from one cell to another. There is a universe with a sun as a source of energy, plants to convert solar energy into chemical energy (glucose), a digestive system to distribute this energy to cells, and various other components and subsystems. See the appendix for more details.

The single eukaryotic cell, the type of cell found in plants and animals, is the central entity in CM. A CM cell consists of a membrane, cytoplasm, and a nucleus. The membrane contains a lipid bilayer and transport proteins both of which actively control the movement of passive chemicals between the inside and outside of the cell. The cytoplasm contains numerous types of small molecules such as water and glucose, enzymes that actively convert small molecules from one form into another, and various specialized compartments such as mitochondria. The nucleus contains chromosomes with DNA. The figure on the next page compares the RRT structural view of a eukaryotic cell with a more pictorial 3D view.
Containment hierarchy and compartmental structure

Natural systems are often thought of as containment hierarchies. System N contains many entities at level N - 1, and is in turn contained within an entity at level N + 1. These containment hierarchies can be many tens of levels deep.

Biological cells exhibit a strong form of containment that the biological literature refers to as compartmentalization or compartmental structure. Cells, as well as the organelles and many of the other entities that make up cells, consist of a solution enclosed in a semi-permeable membrane. The membrane provides a definite boundary, while allowing specific molecules to move in and out.

The compartmentalization of activities within the cell is one solution to the problem of concentration. ... Plant and animal cells have a variety of organelles, internal compartments that are delineated by membranes and are highly specialized for specific functions. ... This internal compartmentalization of specific functions makes it possible for large cells of plants and animals to maintain locally high concentrations of the specific enzymes and compounds involved in particular cellular processes. (Becker, 1996, p. 81-82)

Organisms also tend to have definite boundaries. Humans and other vertebrates have skin, invertebrates have exoskeletons, and trees have bark.

Organs and other biological entities intermediate between cells and organisms are often less definite. This is especially true of parts of the nervous system.

... the notion of compartmentalization ... is contrasted with the view that the brain operates as a holistic organ ... There is a compromise view, which seems consistent with the best knowledge in the field. It holds that some mental attributes are localizable to specific regions, or constellations of regions, within the brain. ... However, many functions ... are divided into subfunctions, which are distributed throughout the brain. (Solso, 2001, p. 45-46)

Non-membrane bounded components of cells, that is large and small molecules, are held together by electromagnetic forces. Molecules, especially DNA, RNA, proteins, and lipids, have their own containment hierarchies.
Rose RealTime (RRT) naturally supports containment hierarchies, one of the fundamental concepts of the object oriented paradigm. Containment hierarchies are developed top down, starting with a single top-level system entity.

One of the first steps in the construction of CM was to capture obvious important entity types as RRT capsules and classes, and then arrange these into a containment hierarchy. The resulting model structure corresponds very closely with the structure described in the biological literature (Becker, 1996; Purves, 1997). However, the above two quotes suggest why it was relatively straightforward implementing a cell using the compartmentalization concept, but quite difficult using this concept to implement the aggregate of neural cells that make up the nervous system.

**Enzymes, transporters, and lipid bilayers**

Enzymes, transport proteins and lipid bilayers are the active objects in CM. They interact with passive small molecules. Figure 1 shows conceptually how this works at runtime.

An initialization and configuration stage will have already exchanged RRT messages between adjacent objects, to set up a network of pointers or references from active objects to the small molecules they will be operating on. These references represent the direct contact that molecules have with each other at the molecular level of a cell, and are shown as arrows on Figure 1.

Various enzymes in the Cytoplasm act on small molecules in the Cytosol, resulting in a simple connected metabolism. The metabolism gradually converts glucose into pyruvate and also into lipid molecules. At the same time, the lipid bilayer and (transport) proteins in the Cell Membrane transport small molecules in both directions between the Cytoplasm and the external environment (not shown in Figure 1). One effect of this is to replenish the supply of glucose from quantities that may be present in the environment.

Also at the same time, Mitochondrion moves small molecules between the Cytoplasm and its own interior, in a two step operation. The Mitochondrion is an organelle completely contained within
the Cytoplasm. It contains a double membrane. The lipid bilayer and transport proteins within each Mitochondrion Membrane move specific small molecules back and forth. Enzymes within the membrane-bounded spaces (Space, Matrix) act on the small molecules. A major function of the Mitochondrion is implemented by gradually moving pyruvate into the Mitochondrion where it is broken down to produce ATP. The ATP then moves back to the Cytoplasm where it provides usable energy for many cellular processes.

Each active entity in the system only operates on what is locally available to it. The global metabolism emerges out of these local operations between adjacent entities.

**Figure 1** - CM structural containment, with references (arrows) from active objects (enzymes, transport proteins, lipid bilayers) to small molecule data structures.
**CM technical details**

The next few paragraphs describe several more technical aspects of CM. They are included here because later sections of this paper refer to these technical details.

The rate at which each active object in CM acts, is specified by kinetic rate parameters (Becker, 1996, p.148; Mendes, 1993; Mendes, 1997; Mendes, 1998). The $K_m$ and $V_{\text{max}}$ rate parameters for an enzyme determine its average and maximum rate of reaction with small molecules. Lipid bilayers and other active objects in the system each have a single rate constant. The quantity of each small molecule is kept in a small molecule data structure within each entity such as Cytosol and LipidBilayer that contains small molecules.

The rate parameters, small molecule quantities, and other parameters are stored in the DNA Database, an offline relational (SQL) database. Visual Basic scripts write the parameters to a set of configuration files which are read by the CM system each time it starts up. Changes, additions and deletions to CM involving active objects and small molecules are made by editing the DNA Database and running a script.

The following is the C++ code for the simplest type of enzyme in CM, and is typical of (although simpler than) the code for all other enzyme types. This set of statements would be executed every timestep for any irreversible enzyme that converts one substrate into one product, and that is not associated with any activators, inhibitors or coenzymes. The programming variables `gene` and `sm` point to gene (enzyme) and small molecule values that have been read in from configuration files. `gene->substrateK` and `gene->substrateV` are the $K_m$ and $V_{\text{max}}$ rate parameters for the enzyme.

```cpp
// Irreversible, 1 Substrate, 1 Product, 0 Activator, 0 Inhibitor, 0 Coenzyme
case Irr_Sb1_Pr1_Ac0_In0_Co0:
    s = sm->molecule[gene->substrateId[0]].get();
    nTimes = enzymeLevel * ((gene->substrateV * s) / (gene->substrateK + s));
    sm->molecule[gene->substrateId[0]].dec( nTimes );
    sm->molecule[gene->productId[0]].inc( nTimes );
    break;
```
Autopoiesis

Neuroscientist Humberto Maturana, and later his student Francisco Varela, wanted to define and characterize both life and cognition. In the course of their analysis they came up with a theory that they have called autopoiesis. The term autopoiesis means "self-making". They "claim that the notion of autopoiesis is necessary and sufficient to characterize the organization of living systems" (Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. 82). Entities in an autopoietic system participate in the creation of other entities, and hence participate in creation of the autopoietic system itself in part by creating a boundary around it. Everything is created from within, except for the basic building blocks of matter and energy.

Maturana and Varela (1980, p. 78-9) provide the following oft-quoted rather dense definition.

An autopoietic machine is a machine organized (defined as a unity) as a network of production (transformation and destruction) of components that produces the components which:

(i) through their interactions and transformations continuously regenerate and realize the network of processes (relations) that produced them; and

(ii) constitute it (the machine) as a concrete entity in the space in which they (the components) exist by specifying the topological domain of its realization as such a network.

Fritjof Capra (1996, p. 162) does a good job of summarizing Maturana and Varela's point (i).

Autopoiesis, or "self-making," is a network pattern in which the function of each component is to participate in the production or transformation of other components in the network. In this way the network continually makes itself. It is produced by its components and in turn produces those components.

Barry McMullin (1999, p. 3) summarizes point (ii) as follows.

the system must ... establish some sort of boundary between "itself" and the rest of the universe in which it is embedded.

The biological cell has been taken by Maturana, Varela, and many other authors as the canonical exemplar (standard concrete example) of the autopoiesis theory. Maturana and Varela (1980, p. 90) state that "the cell is a molecular embodiment of autopoiesis". They discuss cellular processes
at a fairly abstract level at numerous points in their writings. Mingers (1995) uses the cell as his
basic example. Capra (1996) refers extensively to cells in his extensive discussions of autopoiesis
and self-making in general.

**Autopoiesis - Varela model, and McMullin SCL model**

Varela produced a model of a cell as "a simple embodiment of the autopoietic organization"
(Varela, Maturana & Uribe, 1974, p. 189). This model, implemented in Fortran, and as shown in
Figure 2, contained three types of entities existing and randomly moving in a two-dimensional
grid. A single catalyst converts a small population of substrates into links. The links are capable
of bonding, and may form a continuous membrane around the internal catalysts and substrates.

![Figure 2 - Result of one run of the Varela, Maturana, & Uribe (1997) model. At timestep 47 a single catalyst (K) with substrate (S) and link (L) entities, is enclosed by a completed membrane consisting of bonded links. (McMullin, 1997a, p.24)]
Barry McMullin has more recently produced updated versions of the Varela, Maturana and Uribe model, which he calls SCL and SCL-GRO. SCL (McMullin & Varela, 1997; McMullin, 1997a; McMullin, 1997a), standing for Substrate Catalyst Link, is a re-implementation of the 1974 model using Swarm and Objective C. SCL-GRO (McMullin & Gross, 2001) extended this to address various issues related to the take-up and maintenance of links in the membrane.

In addition to substrate, link, and catalyst entities, SCL also distributes holes throughout the grid. The role of these holes seems to be to provide space into which new entities can be created and to which existing entities can move. They fill otherwise vacant space. In a biological cell, water makes up about 75-85% of the cell (Becker, 1996, p.22), and has the role of filling otherwise vacant space. In subsequent sections, abstract holes will be thought of as representing water.

**Figure 3** - This is a screenshot from the [SCL] experiment with growth turned off: after 3130 time-steps the autopoietic agent is still intact. The small squares are S particles; the large and large dark squares are L and L + particles (without and with absorbed substrates respectively); the filled circle is the catalyst. Three distinct layers of the agent are clearly visible. (McMullin, 2001).
Figure 3 is a screenshot of SCL in action. At this point in the simulation, a continuous membrane of links has formed. There are three functional layers surrounded by an exterior that only contains passive substrate (S) particles. The innermost layer consists of a single catalyst, substrates, free links, and holes. The middle layer consists of links and substrates. These links are ready to become part of the membrane. The membrane layer consists of bonded links, and substrates on their way between the inside and outside of the cell.

The biological realization of the SCL catalyst contains just as much if not more constituent structure as does the emergent membrane. The membrane consists of individual links bonded together. Each link is created through the action of the catalyst on a substrate. The action of the catalyst eventually results in the creation and maintenance of the membrane. This membrane in turn should facilitate the creation of amino acid particles and the construction of additional catalysts from these. This reciprocal activity is not captured in the SCL model.

The purpose of a membrane is to separate two compartments, one on the interior of the membrane and another on the exterior. SCL-GRO does make a functional distinction between inside and outside, as is obvious from McMullin's screenshot (2001, p.4). The difference is by virtue of a single catalyst trapped inside the membrane.

It is possible that the catalyst substrate reaction would not take place without a sufficient concentration of chemicals, where this concentration is only achieved once the membrane is fully in place. SCL cannot be called a model of autopoiesis until the lipid bilayer completely surrounds some space. Until that time the internal kinetic reaction does not yet depend on the concentrating function of the membrane.
Comparison between CM and SCL

Table 1 compares CM and SCL-GRO on a number of features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Webb original CM</th>
<th>McMullin SCL-GRO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>top-down</td>
<td>bottom-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no autopoiiesis (allopoietic)</td>
<td>simple autopoiiesis; complete cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substrate molecules are statistical/passive</td>
<td>substrate molecules are individual/active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enzymes are individual/active</td>
<td>catalysts are individual/active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no lipids; only lipid bilayer</td>
<td>lipids are individual/active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active enzymes act on passive substrate</td>
<td>direct interaction of catalyst and substrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detailed model; numerous entity types</td>
<td>simple model; few entity types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>only adjacency is known</td>
<td>adjacency and location are known</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>graphics are external</td>
<td>graphics are built-in/integrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many compartments</td>
<td>one compartment becomes two</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>models steady mature state of eukaryote</td>
<td>models creation of a primitive cell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can't easily have protein-protein interactions</td>
<td>could have protein-protein interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spatial quantities are not consistent</td>
<td>true spatial quantities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terminology:</td>
<td>terminology:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enzyme</td>
<td>catalyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substrate molecule</td>
<td>substrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lipid</td>
<td>link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>hole</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 - Comparison of CM and SCL-GRO.

Table 1 is largely self-explanatory except for the reference to spatial quantity. A model is consistent in its spatial quantities if it's volume and surface area are consistent with each other.

CM allows a greater number of entities within a cell than would fit within the membrane space that could be created by the number of lipids in the membrane.
Other relevant tools and concepts investigated in this project
As part of this honours project I briefly investigated a variety of other theories and techniques that might provide insights and practical assistance. The most pertinent of these are briefly described below, in alphabetical order.

Autocatalysis
Stuart Kauffman has extensively explored the role of autocatalytic metabolic pathways in cells. He is especially interested in how these may have come about during the period when life was just getting started on the earth. (Kauffman, 1993; Kauffman, 1995)

Blackboard systems
Blackboard systems make use of some global workspace that all entities within the system have access to. Entities do not pass messages directly. Instead entity A updates something in the blackboard that may later be used by entity B.

Chemical abstract machine (CHAM)
Berry and Boudol have developed an artificial chemistry called Chemical Abstract Machine (CHAM). The abstract machine is "based on the chemical metaphor used in the Gamma language of Banatre and Le Métayer. States of a machine are chemical solutions where floating molecules can interact according to reaction rules. Solutions can be stratified by encapsulating subsolutions within membranes that force reactions to occur locally." (Berry & Boudol, 1992; Boudol, G., 2002).

Emergence
Emergence is a general concept that will be used in this paper, but that is hard to find a definition for. John Holland (1998, p.225) says that "Emergence occurs in systems that are generated. The systems are composed of copies of a relatively small number of components that obey simple laws."
Gepasi
Gepasi simulates chemical and biochemical kinetics on a computer. A simulation can have multiple compartments each containing multiple enzymes and substrates. It uses differential equations to perform the same type of calculations made in CM. I have used it to confirm the quantitative results of CM. (Mendes, 1993; Mendes, 1997; Mendes, 1998).

Luisi Minimal Cell Project
Pier Luisi and his lab in the Chemistry Department at ETH-Zürich have been investigating questions related to the origin of life. In the Minimal Cell Project, they are trying to produce the simplest biological entity that can be considered alive, the "minimal necessary structural prerequisites for a semi-synthetic, functional cell". Luisi has published a paper with Varela, and has extended the idea of autopoiesis into chemical minimal autopoietic systems. Luisi's lab is interested in the spontaneous formation of self-organized structures, compartmentalization, and other issues that relate to CM. What is especially fascinating is that these are not computer models, but are actual chemical systems. (Luisi, various).

Shapiro artificial chemistry
Ehud Shapiro at the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel is doing research in two areas of potential interest. He is investigating the "construction of nanoscale programmable computing machines made of biomolecules", and the "development of a computer language for describing and simulating molecular processes and pathways in the cell while utilizing tools originally designed for the description of computer processes". (Shapiro website)

Swarm software package
Swarm is a software package developed at the Santa Fe Institute and currently maintained by swarm.org. It allows the modeling of emergent systems using swarms of local entities. Applications are developed using either Objective-C or Java. (Swarm website). McMullin wrote his SCL system using Swarm in Objective-C.
Issues with Cell Model  
This section contains a brief description of various questions, issues and problems that arose out of the work on the original Cell Model (CM). There is considerable overlap amongst some of these issues, but it will prove useful in later discussion to separate out different aspects of particular issues. We will return to each issue later in the paper to discuss it in terms of insights from autopoiesis theory and from the Varela McMullin computer model of autopoiesis.

Top-down vs. bottom-up  
CM is top-down and bottom-up at the same time. Its top-down design architecture consists of a multi-level containment hierarchy created using RRT capsules. But, after initial configuration, it's run-time architecture is largely bottom-up. Perhaps the best way to characterize it is as bottom-up with top-down constraints. These constraints represent the billion plus years of evolutionary history that life has undergone, plus the laws of chemistry and physics that force things along certain pathways.

Real biological cells and organisms are largely bottom-up. Whatever organizational structure they have is created from the interactions of low-level entities. But every cell is created with the same constraints of history, chemistry, and physics mentioned above, in that it is created by dividing another cell in half. Every cell alive today is the result of a very large number of such divisions.

The problem with CM is that its bottom-up potential is not being fulfilled. The metabolic, genomic, and other bottom-up processes currently implemented are not sufficient to maintain the cell in a healthy state, they do not allow new structure to develop over time, and they do not allow an unhealthy cell to die. In short, there is no way for the top-down structure to change as a result of bottom-level activity.

An autopoietic system is inherently bottom-up. By definition it is autonomous. It must be free to determine its own boundary and details of its own structure. In a purely top-down model these are imposed externally and cannot be determined by the system itself.
To make the original version of CM autopoietic, the existing bottom-up processes must be enhanced and completed so that they can effect the initially imposed top-down structure. The existence at run-time of top-down entities such as LipidBilayer will need to depend on the quantity of molecules produced by other entities, such as the production of lipids by enzymes. If an entity such as LipidBilayer does not contain enough of the right causal elements, then it will cease to exist in practical terms at run-time. The definition of existence changes from what is imposed at design-time to what plays a practical (causal) role at run-time.

**Cell model doesn’t appear to do any useful work**

CM attempts to implement a simulation of actual cellular structure and activity, as described in a cell biology textbook (Becker, 1996). But the end result is a system that doesn't appear to do any useful work in human terms. The model just seems to spin its wheels. It should be possible to somehow harness this activity for human goal-directed purposes. At present, CM is a piece of "wild software". One challenge is to figure out how to domesticate it.

Maturana and Varela make it clear that this lack of purpose is only what should be expected of a real or simulated biological system. "Living systems, as physical autopoietic machines, are purposeless systems" (p. 86). "A living system is not a goal-directed system" (p. 50). I see these statements as giving permission to continue to implement AutoCM as a system that does no useful work from the perspective of a human observer. The issue disappears when it is realized that this is how AutoCM should be.

When we talk of purpose, we are talking from the perspective of an external observer. Human, or possibly other, observers of autopoietic systems are an integral part of the Maturana and Varela theory. "The observer is a living system and an understanding of cognition as a biological phenomenon must account for the observer and his role in it" (Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. 9, original italicized). They want to distinguish our own human-centred descriptions and understandings of biological systems, from the way that those systems actually are. This is a
distinction between epistemology (what we can know), and ontology (what there actually is out there in the physical universe).

Maturana and Varela distinguish autopoietic systems from allopoietic systems. A car, an example of an allopoietic system (Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. 79), is a man-made machine whose components are produced by processes in a factory outside the car. Unlike an autopoietic machine such as a cell, the internals of a car cannot maintain the car's essential organizational unity. When the engine obtains energy by burning gasoline, it moves the car and the people inside it, but it does not participate in keeping the outer boundary (steel, plastic, paint, etc.) of the car in good order. By contrast, the cell's metabolic processes do participate in maintenance of the cell's outer lipid bilayer boundary.

Table 2 summarizes Maturana and Varela's (1980, p. 80-81) description of the characteristic differences between autopoietic and allopoietic systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Autopoietic Systems</th>
<th>Allopoietic Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maintain their own organization</td>
<td>produce something different from themselves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specify their own boundaries</td>
<td>have boundaries defined by the observer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do not have inputs and outputs</td>
<td>typically have inputs and outputs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are purposeless</td>
<td>have human goal-directed purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>operate bottom-up</td>
<td>typically operate top-down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examples: cell, nervous system</td>
<td>examples: car, crystal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 - Properties of autopoietic and allopoietic systems.

Figure 4 is a conceptual view of how autopoietic and allopoietic processes interact with each other. The allopoietic system is pictured using straight lines, with inputs and outputs, and as processes that have a start and stop. The autopoietic system is shown with curved lines, and as a set of interlocked cycles that have no beginning and no end. The allopoietic process slightly perturbs the autopoietic system. The figure also uses Maturana and Varela's (1980, p.8) terms "observer", "organism", and "environment".
In a later section of this paper I will discuss some possible ways of applying these Maturana and Varela ideas on autopoietic and allopoietic processes, to allow AutoCM to perform some "useful work". These ideas could be implemented in a future version of the AutoCM software.

This lack of purpose makes CM difficult to test. There are few if any clear inputs and outputs associated with the system. This makes standard object-oriented testing, such as by generating use cases, difficult or impossible.

Maturana and Varela (1980) suggest that this is to be expected of a cell or cell simulation. "In terms of their functional organization living systems do not have inputs and outputs ... and it is only in our descriptions, when we include them as parts of larger systems which we define, that we can say that they do." By contrast, in "man-made (allo-referring) systems, ... input and output functions are all important through the purposeful design of their role in the larger systems in which they are included" (p. 51).

Figure 4 - Allopoietic and Autopoietic systems.
These statements do not eliminate the need to test CM, but they do at least explain why it is so
difficult to test. And they suggest that it has to be tested by somehow making it a part of a larger
more traditional allopoietic test harness.

**Dealing with trillions of active entities**
CM is able to handle trillions of entities by treating many things statistically. In the real world
every molecule is an active concurrent object that can influence other molecules that it comes into
contact with. In CM most of this active influence is lost by representing most entities as passive,
statistical data. Only a few entities such as enzymes and other proteins, and lipid bilayers are
individually active. Given the space and processing limitations of digital computers, it makes
sense for CM to have taken this general approach.

Autopoiesis theory deals with the cell in an abstract way. It therefore has no need to deal with the
issue of large numbers of concrete entities. SCL represents this abstraction using a very small (in
the hundreds) number of entities, all of which actively interact with their neighbors.

**Adjacency vs. location**
Entities in CM that find themselves adjacent to each other are able to interact. Adjacency is
implemented in one of two ways in CM. RRT capsules that can send messages to each other
either directly or through a series of relay ports are considered to be adjacent. Adjacency is also
implemented through the use of pointers. Active objects in CM act on small molecules through
pointers. Many different active objects can simultaneously point to and act on the same collection
of small molecules. The combination of message passing and pointers constructs an adjacency
network at run-time. This network is strictly local in that no entity has global knowledge of any
part of the network except its own local neighborhood.
I define location here as a global property, as x, y, and z coordinates within some global three-dimensional space. Entities in CM do not have and do not need spatial coordinates, and therefore do not have location.

However, if we try to visualize the executing model as we would expect to see it through some advanced type of microscope, we would require a precise location for each entity. This is an issue for an external observer and not for the local entities within the system itself.

In his discussion of autopoiesis, Mingers (1995, p.38) reiterates what is already apparent. The actual processes that occur in a living organism depend only on the immediate neighborhood interactions and reactions of the components involved and do not in any causal sense depend on a reference to, or representation of, or any supposed functions of, the system as a whole.

He implies that the adjacency vs. location issue is a natural outcome of the cell's being an autopoietic system. Adjacency has to do with the immediate neighborhood (local), while location (actual x,y,z coordinates) is a global concern. Autopoiesis theory also suggests that adjacency is in the domain of the components of the autopoietic system, while location is in the domain of the observer who has a global perspective.

All entities in the SCL model have both local adjacency and global location. Objects on the grid know which objects they are adjacent to. An observer can click on any object to determine its x,y location in space.

**Interactions between active objects**

All proteins in CM, such as enzymes and transport proteins, are active objects. At present they are only able to interact with passive data objects and not directly with other active objects. However, much of the processing that goes on in a real cell involves interactions between proteins, such as during DNA to mRNA transcription, during mRNA to protein translation, and during subsequent regulation of proteins.
SCL deals with the lipid bilayer as a collection of individual lipid molecules. AutoCM has been modified accordingly. LipidBilayer now contains lipid small molecules that are operated on by various active entities in the system. The quantity of lipids has a causal role in the activity of LipidBilayer.

The same type of thing could be done with proteins (and thus enzymes) and the amino acids that make up proteins. Enzymes could act on other proteins by acting on the amino acids that constitute them.

This suggests a generalization. All active objects in the system are composed of collections of small molecules. The active objects are polymers, while the small molecules are monomers that repeat. Becker (1996, p.30) states that there are three major monomer/polymer systems in a cell.

Table 3 adds Lipids/Lipid Bilayers as a fourth type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymer</th>
<th>Repeating Monomer</th>
<th>Number of kinds of repeating units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protein; Enzyme; Polypeptide</td>
<td>Amino acids</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleic Acids (DNA, RNA)</td>
<td>Nucleotides</td>
<td>4 in DNA; 4 in RNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipid Bilayers</td>
<td>Lipids</td>
<td>various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polysaccharides (Starch, etc.)</td>
<td>Monosaccharides (sugars)</td>
<td>One or a few</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 - Four types of small molecule.

As a general approach, active objects can have an influence on other active objects in AutoCM by having an effect on their constituent monomers. This would be an important enhancement in a future version of AutoCM.

History problem
To construct a cell of the complexity found in biology requires an ancestor cell. That earlier cell requires its own ancestor, which requires its own ancestor, and so on. Every actual biological cell does have an ancestor cell that specifies its basic organization, the quantities of each type of molecule within it, and its genome. These characteristics are passed down through the generations.
by the conceptually straightforward process of cell division, in which one cell becomes two almost identical daughter cells.

CM is much simpler than a real biological cell, but it also needs to have its initial contents and organization specified. It is not clear what is the best way to do this. At present, a cell's initial conditions are specified rather arbitrarily. The correct values are simply not known.

There are several types of frozen history designed into CM. The structural history of real cells is captured in the RRT capsule hierarchy. Genetic history is captured in the DNA and the resulting function of each enzyme. The quantitative history is captured in the number of actual entities of each type at run-time initialization.

As with AutoCM, SCL also has to start its simulation at some arbitrary point in history. This is typically an arbitrary arrangement of substrate, catalysts, and lipids on the grid.

Maturana and Varela (1980) make a few points regarding the origin of autopoietic systems.

The establishment of an autopoietic system cannot be a gradual process; either a system is an autopoietic system or it is not. ... there are not and there cannot be intermediate systems. ... given the factibility of autopoietic systems, and given the existence of terrestrial autopoietic systems, there are natural conditions under which these may be spontaneously generated. (p.94)

The implication is that for a real system (although not necessarily for a simulation), there must be some point in time in its evolution or development at which it suddenly transitions to a state of being autopoietic.

**Zombie cells**
Non-viable cells in CM never die. They just keep on going. There is no concept of health in CM.

In the real world, cells of many types do end up dying, often in a planned way. Dead cells are broken up and their parts reused.
SCL is like CM. It also allows extremely dysfunctional cells to continue to exist. Both systems have the goal of creating a functional system, but must first go through a phase in which any system is allowed to continue on in hopes that it may eventually become functional. This is simply an artifact of trying to do in a computer what nature has had a billion years to do.

**Not all conservation laws are adhered to**
In many kinetic interactions in CM quantities of atoms are conserved. But this is not the case universally in the model. If all conservation laws were adhered to then it would be possible to determine if the system is performing correctly (no memory leaks, no bugs of specific types) by keeping track of the counts of atoms and other fundamental entities.

A model of an autopoietic system should have conservation laws that are adhered to. This is crucial for causality. It should not be possible to create or destroy matter or energy within the system. Only transformations of one thing into another should be allowed.

SCL follows this principle, but only at the level of molecules. Catalysts (enzymes) convert substrate molecules directly into lipids, without regard for the number of atoms contained within each type of molecule. This is a necessary simplification.

AutoCM also takes some liberties in the interests of simplification. But if it is to be used to do useful work, then it should adhere strictly to a set of conservation laws. These represent part of the physics of the system. They allow the system to evolve, using the constraints imposed by scarce resources (resources that can neither be created nor destroyed), and they make it possible to check for bugs in the software by checking to see if the expected amounts are correctly conserved. Conservation laws make the system more dependent on the environment (which encourages embodiment), and are one form of interaction between entities in the system.
**CM is not in a state of balance**
Actual cells participate in many different cyclical activities all of which work together concurrently to produce a stable configuration. Stability is maintained over time. This state of balance has been called homeostasis (Cannon, 1939), and is an important part of autopoiesis theory (Maturana & Varela, 1980, p.78).

CM implements somewhat arbitrary (but interesting) bits of cell functionality. No attempt has been made to connect all the functionality together. For example, many enzymes in CM produce small molecule substrates that are not consumed by any other enzyme or active object, and will therefore eventually accumulate to dangerous levels.

SCL implements one cyclical activity, the substrate-lipid cycle. This cycle is complete and can become in a state of balance. Lipids can be formed from substrate and can decay back to substrate. Lipids can be linked together into a lipid bilayer and can subsequently become unlinked. AutoCM has been enhanced by completing the substrate-lipid cyclical activity as implemented within SCL.

**Key details of actual biological entities are unknown**
When CM starts up it needs to define the quantities of the many small molecules and other entities within the model. It also needs to define the precise function of each active object. These specific quantities and precise functions are unknown. Biology is not yet at the point where these can be defined with the precision required of an executing model. Therefore, it is not currently possible for CM to start up in a stable configuration. It lacks the stability observed in a real cell. Each protein can be given discrete known functions to perform, but in fact each protein also has an indefinite number of other unknown interactions. This imprecision suggests that it is not a realistic enterprise to have CM model what actually goes on in a cell. Instead it should attempt to model some of the types of things that go in a cell, which requires a more abstract understanding of issues such as "what is life" and "what are the essential functions performed by a cell". The
best approach would be to have it evolve a stable organization from some arbitrary starting point. At present it doesn't have the ability to evolve it's organization.

Autopoiesis theory and the SCL model deal with cells at a very abstract level. They are only concerned with those aspects of cells, or of other systems, that have to do with the definition of autopoiesis. Much of what is found in CM and AutoCM, including the issue of actual quantities of things, is irrelevant to autopoiesis theory and SCL.

**AutoCM - Integration of Cell Model with Autopoiesis and SCL**

This section describes the autopoietic version of CM. AutoCM is an extension of CM that demonstrates the basic theory of autopoiesis, and implements the functionality found in SCL and SCL-GRO (McMullin & Varela, 1997; McMullin, 1997a; McMullin, 1997a; McMullin & Gross, 2001). To avoid confusion between the terminologies used in the two models, SCL catalyst, substrate, and link are given the equivalent CM names - enzyme, substrate molecule, and lipid. In addition, SCL holes are equated with CM water molecules.

**Lipids**

Lipids are the major constituent of lipid bilayers. They play the role of semi-permiable membrane in biological cells. They are of primary concern in the modeling of an autopoietic system. Figure 5 shows the structure diagram for CellMembrane as it appears in RRT.
Figure 5 - CellMembrane contains a LipidBilayer, which in a real cell contains billions of lipid molecules. The lines running outward from LipidBilayer represent the connections with the inside and outside of the cell.

Genesis of new lipids
CM does not generate lipids as part of its enzyme-catalyzed metabolism. Instead it uses the simplification of directly implementing an emergent structure called LipidBilayer whose responsibility is to actively control (or restrict or regulate) the movement of molecules between the interior and exterior of the space that it surrounds. In SCL, enzymes do convert substrate molecules into lipids, an essential element of any model of an autopoietic cell.

AutoCM generates new lipid molecules by introducing additional enzyme types. These enzymes act on various lipid values in the small molecule data structure of the cytosol. Lipids are represented statistically in the same way as other small molecules. Changes required at a technical level to generate lipids in AutoCM are:

- additions to the DNA database,
- additions to the small molecule data structure, and
• additions to the kinetic rate parameters.

Technical details on the DNA database, the small molecule data structure, and kinetic rate parameters are included in the CM technical details section on page 13.

Decay of existing lipids
CM does not have a capability to spontaneously, without the aid of an enzymatic catalyst, cause the decay of small molecules. SCL does have such a capability. It uses a decay parameter to specify a probability that a lipid will decay back to a single substrate particle.

It is important for AutoCM to have this decay capability. In real biological cells there is a constant decay of components at all levels. One of the requirements of an autopoietic system is that it outlive the lifetimes of its constituent components. Thus, it is essential that lipids can be created and destroyed while the lipid bilayer retains the same organizational structure.

AutoCM handles decay by introducing a decay active object (the LipidDisintegration capsule in Figure 6) that is correlated with time. During each timestep there is some finite probability that any given small molecule will degenerate into some degraded form. This is implemented by changing the values in the appropriate small molecule data structure (see CM technical details on page 13). The two lines with shapes at the end that project above the LipidDisintegration capsule in Figure 6 are message connections (RRT ports) that are used to get access to the small molecule data structures within the CellBilayer.
Figure 6 - The new LipidDisintegration capsule in CellBilayer. Lipid Disintegration has access to the small lipid molecules within CellBilayer.

Movement of lipids and retention in the vicinity of a lipid bilayer
Once free lipids exist within the cytosol, some mechanism is required to transport them to the vicinity of a lipid bilayer, and then to make sure that they remain in that vicinity until they can be incorporated into the bilayer.

Because CM is statistical and does not model the locations of entities, it does not implement movement directly. SCL does directly implement the random movement of individual enzymes, substrate molecules, and lipids within the cytosol. This random movement eventually brings newly created lipids into the vicinity of a lipid bilayer.

SCL-GRO implements an affinity feature to ensure that "if a link is in the neighborhood of a chain it may drift along the chain but will not move away from it" (McMullin, 2001, p. 2). Thus, as shown previously in Figure 3, lipids will stay at the edge of the cytosol once they are adjacent to an existing lipid bilayer.
Figure 7 - The new Water capsule within Cytosol. Water has access to the small lipid molecules within Cytosol.

AutoCM implements a process equivalent to SCL-GRO affinity. It makes use of water to exert the required force on the lipid molecules. The inspiration for this approach comes from the section on the importance of water in Becker et al. (1996, p. 22-240). Hydrophobic molecules such as lipids

... disrupt the hydrogen-bonding structure of water and, for this reason, tend to be excluded by the water molecules. Hydrophobic molecules therefore tend to coalesce in an aqueous medium, associating with one another rather than with the water. This association is driven not so much by any specific affinity of the hydrophobic molecules for one another but by the strong tendency of water molecules to form hydrogen bonds and to exclude molecules that disrupt hydrogen bonding. ... such associations of hydrophobic molecules (or parts of molecules) are a major driving force in the folding of molecules, the assembly of cellular structures, and the organization of membranes. (Becker et al., 1996, p. 24)

AutoCM assumes random statistical movement of lipid molecules until they reach the vicinity of the lipid bilayer. At that point the cumulative effect of all the water within the cytosol is to keep
the lipids there until they can be incorporated into the lipid bilayer. This is implemented through a new active object called Water. During each time cycle Water moves some proportion of lipids from the small molecule data structure within the cytosol to the small molecule data structure with LipidBilayer. The quantity moved is proportional to the number of lipid molecules within Cytosol and the number of water molecules within Water.

Figure 8 is a conceptualization of most of the activity that takes place in AutoCM to implement the functionality found in SCL.

![Water and Lipids diagram](image)

**Figure 8 - Water and Lipids.**

In Figure 8, CellBilayer is an active entity that derives its causal strength from the quantities of lipid molecules contained within it. If this quantity should reach 0, then the lipid bilayer would cease to exist in any functional sense. In this degenerate state, it would continue to function as a
kind of ghost entity in AutoCM with a role of very rapidly equalizing the quantities of all small molecules between what was its interior and its exterior. In its normal state, CellBilayer has the important role of transporting water and other small molecules bidirectionally between the interior and exterior compartments, and of transporting lipid molecules from its vicinity into itself. At this point the lipids are automatically part of CellBilayer. No additional link step is required as in SCL. This is because of the statistical nature of AutoCM.

In the figure, Water is an active entity that functions causally only in proportion to the quantity of water molecules in the cytosol. The role of Water is to transport lipid molecules from the cytosol to the vicinity of CellBilayer. If there are no lipids in the cytosol, note that it will benignly not produce any result, an important fact given that, as we will see in a subsequent section, this mode of unregulated lipid transport is uncommon in real cells. But it is necessary to make use of this mechanism in the much simplified world of AutoCM.

Note especially the interdependent activity. The power of Water to transport lipid molecules depends on the quantity of water molecules, and the power of CellBilayer to transport water molecules across the bilayer depends on the quantity of structural lipid molecules.

Figure 8 also shows Enzyme active objects, some of which catalyze the conversion of precursor substrate molecules into various types of lipid molecules within the cytosol. Enzymes are composed of particular configurations of amino acid constituents. As with Water and LipidBilayer, Enzymes derive their causal powers (their ability to have an effect on other entities) from the causal potential and quantity of their components.

The large numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in Figure 8 represent a cyclical sequence of steps that is found in both SCL and AutoCM. This is the cycle of lipid production, disintegration, bonding, and bond decay as shown in Table 6.
Figure 8 can be extended to the left or to the right. The Water entity shown to the left of LipidBilayer might be part of a larger membrane-bounded structure. In a multi-compartment model, the Cytoplasm and CellBilayer shown in the figure might be those of a mitochondrion organelle, while the exterior Water and lipid entities might be part of the overall cell. Thus, the figure shows part of a potentially recursive structure.

AutoCM Figure 8 shows all the entities that appear on McMullin's (2001, p.4) figure 1 (reproduced as Figure 3 in this paper). He identifies "three functionally distinct parts or layers" (p.3) which are also evident in AutoCM Figure 8. These correspondences are summarized in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCL Layer</th>
<th>AutoCM Entity</th>
<th>SCL Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Reactor (inner)</td>
<td>other small molecules</td>
<td>substrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lipid molecules in cytosol</td>
<td>link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>enzyme</td>
<td>catalyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>water molecules</td>
<td>hole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Free Links (middle)</td>
<td>lipid molecules in vicinity</td>
<td>link in vicinity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Membrane (outer)</td>
<td>CellBilayer; structural lipid molecules</td>
<td>chain; bonded links</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 - Three functionally distinct layers in SCL and AutoCM.

One major difference between SCL and AutoCM is which entities are chosen to be causally active agents. SCL chooses substrate molecule, catalyst, and lipid (link), while AutoCM chooses Water, Enzyme, and CellBilayer. Enzyme and catalyst are the same, while Water and LipidBilayer emerge out of the collective actions of substrate molecules or holes, and of lipids.
This choice is related to the SCL focus on location of individual entities, while AutoCM deals with substrate, hole and lipid only statistically.

**Lipid transport mechanisms in real eukaryotic cells**

In real cells, lipids are transported in several different ways. In the most common approach, lipids are directly created into the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) lipid bilayer close to the nucleus. Vesicles consisting of lipids subsequently bud off the ER and are actively transported to various destinations including the cell bilayer. This is a very regulated process. The unregulated method implemented in SCL and AutoCM is by far the least common. It may be potentially dangerous for a cell to have a lot of individual lipid molecules floating around inside.

**Spherical shape of real lipid bilayers**

AutoCM does not concern itself with the very interesting and important issue of how the spherical shape of the lipid bilayer comes into being. CM and AutoCM only assume that the lipid bilayer acts as a semi-permeable barrier between two compartments and makes no statement about the possible shape of that barrier.

SCL, on the other hand, must make some statement about the shape of this barrier because it directly and visually implements a location for every entity in the system. The shape that emerges in SCL-GRO is rectangular, approximating that of a diamond. McMullin (2001, p. 3) suggests that "this is apparently partly due to the affinity between free links and the membrane and the consequent inhibition of its inward motion, and partly a reflection of the underlying lattice geometry".

AutoCM uses water to exert an outward pressure on lipids adjacent to the lipid bilayer. This could be interpreted as an argument that water causes the lipid bilayer to have an outwardly curved shape. In fact, no such claim is made and AutoCM takes no position on the complex issue of what the shape must be.
SCL and AutoCM equivalents

This section establishes that SCL and AutoCM are conceptually equivalent. They both deal with the same types of chemical species, the same types of chemical reactions, and produce similar structures. Where they differ is in the implementation.

SCL "involves three distinct chemical species" (McMullin, 1997, p.3), as shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCL</th>
<th>AutoCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Substrate: S</td>
<td>substrate molecules within small molecule data structure (i.e. PhosphatidicAcid and Ethanolamine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalyst: K</td>
<td>various enzymes (catalysts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link: L</td>
<td>various lipids (e.g. PhosphatidylEthanolamine)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 - Chemical Species in SCL and AutoCM.

SCL "supports six distinct reactions" (McMullin, 1997, p.3), as shown in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCL</th>
<th>AutoCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Production</td>
<td>PhosphatidicAcidPhosphatase + (PhosphatidicAcid + Ethanolamine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K + 2S → K + L</td>
<td>PhosphatidicAcidPhosphatase + PhosphatidylEthanolamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Disintegration</td>
<td>done by LipidDisintegrator capsule within CellBilayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L → 2S</td>
<td>PhosphatidylEthanolamine → (PhosphatidicAcid + Ethanolamine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Bonding</td>
<td>done by CellBilayer which moves PE from InVicinity within the Cytosol to PE within CellBilayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>free lipids become part of the existing bonded lipid structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Bond Decay</td>
<td>done by LipidDisintegration, followed immediately by CellBilayer moving the disintegrated PhosphatidicAcid and Ethanolamine back to the Cytosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Absorption</td>
<td>These last two steps happen together, as CellBilayer moves substrate molecules bidirectionally between its interior and exterior, without explicitly having them spend any time inside CellBilayer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + S → L'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Emission</td>
<td>L' → L + S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 - The six reaction types and the equivalents in AutoCM.

SCL-GRO (McMullin, 2001) includes four additional features that were not in SCL, as shown in Table 7.
Affinity Water provides this, as a pressure that keeps lipids in the vicinity of CellBilayer

Smart Repair not required because AutoCM is not implemented using a lattice that can have holes

Improved mobility of links links don't move in AutoCM because lipid bilayers are initially completely formed

Displace motion this is part of what happens in AutoCM bonding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCL</th>
<th>AutoCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affinity</strong></td>
<td>Water provides this, as a pressure that keeps lipids in the vicinity of CellBilayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smart Repair</strong></td>
<td>not required because AutoCM is not implemented using a lattice that can have holes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Improved mobility of links</strong></td>
<td>links don't move in AutoCM because lipid bilayers are initially completely formed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Displace motion</strong></td>
<td>this is part of what happens in AutoCM bonding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7 - SCL-GRO additional features and the equivalents in AutoCM.**

"In order to qualify as an interesting instance of autopoiesis, its [the autopoietic agent or organization] longevity has to exceed that of its components (the links) which are designed to be unstable" (McMullin, 2001). In AutoCM, the lipid bilayer lasts indefinitely, as long as there are lipids inside it. Individual lipid molecules are continuously being added to the bilayer, spontaneously disintegrate back to substrates, and are subsequently removed from the bilayer. Thus, in AutoCM, the longevity of the bilayer is greater than the longevity of the lipids.

**Results - Is AutoCM an autopoietic system?**

Varela (1974, p. 192) has presented a six-point key to determine whether or not a given system is autopoietic. It is difficult for me to objectively assess whether AutoCM is an autopoietic system using these criteria, because all six points are qualitative and subjective, and because of my own bias. This difficulty is compounded by the unclear definitions that Maturana and Varela provide for such key terms as *unity*, *interaction*, *constitutive elements*, etc., and the overall obscure style of their writing. Mingers (1995) provides some helpful discussion of these points and includes an analysis of a cell.

1. Determine, through interactions, if the unity has identifiable boundaries. If the boundaries can be determined, proceed to 2. If not, the entity is indescribable and we can say nothing.

By *unity* is meant "that which is distinguished by an observer ... [and] a whole distinguished from a background" (Mingers, 1995, p.13). Mingers (p.17) summarizes this first point as "specifying
that there is an identifiable entity with a clear boundary". In AutoCM, EukaryoticCell is an 
identifiable entity (RRT capsule) in which CellMembrane (and its constituents CellBilayer and 
lipid small molecules) actively plays the role of boundary by regulating what can and cannot 
move between the inside and outside of the cell, and by regulating the rates of these movements.

2. Determine if there are constitutive elements of the unity, that is, components of 
the unity. If these components can be described, proceed to 3. If not, the unity is 
an unanalyzable whole and therefore not an autopoietic system.
The required nature of these components is unclear. Maturana and Varela (1980, p.90-91) only 
mention "molecules (proteins, lipids, carbohydrates and nucleic acids)" in their discussion of 
constitutive relations, those relations "that determine the topology of the autopoietic organization, 
and hence its physical boundaries". These are the same four types of small molecules that are 
identified and discussed in the section Interactions between active objects and Table 3 on page 
26 of this paper. SCL only has this type of component (catalysts and substrates). Mingers (p.18) 
on the other hand, referencing Zeleny and Hufford (1992), only mentions larger organelle-sized 
"components such as the mitochondria, the nucleus, and the membranous network known as the 
endoplasmic reticulum". In AutoCM both small molecules (including enzymes which are a type 
of protein, and lipids) and organelles (mitochondria) appear to be components according to the 
second of the six criteria.

3. Determine if the unity is a mechanistic system, that is, the component 
properties are capable of satisfying certain relations that determine in the unity 
the interactions and transformations of these components. If this is the case, 
proceed to 4. If not, the unity is not an autopoietic system.
According to Mingers (p.17), this means that the system "operates mechanistically, i.e., its 
operation is determined by the properties and relations of its components". No "special organizing 
forces" (Maturana & Varela, p.74) need be invoked. In the terminology used earlier in this paper, 
the system should be completely bottom-up, and should be free of top-down goal-directed 
constructs. AutoCM includes both a design- configuration-time top-down structure, and a run-
time bottom-up structure. It can be argued that at run-time AutoCM is exclusively bottom-up
because the only system activity involves the actions of active objects such as enzymes. However, one of the active objects is the cell bilayer, a top-down entity. However, activity of the cell bilayer depends causally on the quantity of lipids, which is determined bottom-up.

4. Determine if the components that constitute the boundaries of the unity constitute these boundaries through preferential neighborhood relations and interactions between themselves as determined by their properties in the space of their interactions. If this is not the case, you do not have an autopoietic unity because you are determining its boundaries, not the unity itself. If 4 is the case, however, proceed to 5.

Mingers has little to say that can add to an understanding of this point. In AutoCM, the constituent lipids interact implicitly (they can't act explicitly because this is a statistical model) with each other to produce the actions of the lipid bilayer. The lipid bilayer interacts only with its immediate neighbors inside and outside the cell. The unity itself, and not the external observer or programmer (the you of point 4), produces the functionality of the lipid bilayer.

5. Determine if the components of the boundaries of the unity are produced by the interactions of the components of the unity, either by transformation or previously produced components, or by transformations and/or coupling of non-component elements that enter the unity through its boundaries. If not, you do not have an autopoietic unity. If yes, proceed to 6.

At run-time in AutoCM, the enzymes inside the cell create the lipids that later become part of and determine the extent of activity of the cell bilayer. Many of the components inside the cell (such as water and glucose) get there by passing through the cell bilayer from the outside.

6. If all the other components of the unity are also produced by the interactions of its components as in 5, and if those which are not produced by the interactions of other components participate as necessary permanent constitutive components in the production of other components, you have an autopoietic unity in the space in which its components exist. If this is not the case and there are components in the unity not produced by components of the unity as in 5, or if there are components of the unity which do not participate in the production of other components, you do not have an autopoietic unity.

All components of AutoCM participate in the production of other components, and all components are produced through the actions of other components. The exception is those components that are created at configuration-time when the system first starts up.
Mingers (1995, p. 16-20), with references to Zeleny and Hufford (1992), uses these six points to argue that a cell is indeed an autopoietic system. AutoCM is a simulation of a cell. If properly designed and implemented, and I believe that it is, then AutoCM is an autopoietic system.

McMullin (1999, p. 6, 10) compares the concepts of autocatalysis (Kauffman, 1993) and autopoiesis, and suggests a heuristic for determining if a system is autopoietic or autocatalytic. McMullin suggests that the two concepts are very similar, the distinction being that autopoiesis requires that the system boundary be created from within the system rather than allowing it to be imposed from the outside. His heuristic is to mix together two instances of the same system, which I interpret as meaning place them in intimate contact with each other. "The key question now is whether there will still meaningfully be two instances of the reaction network or just one. That is, in the absence of any imposed spatial separation mechanism, do the networks themselves maintain their individuality? I would suggest that, if they do, then this reaction network may reasonably be classified as meeting the autopoietic criterion 'for specifying the topological domain of its realization'; whereas if not, then the network should be regarded only as collectively autocatalytic". McMullin (p.10) presents some very tentative conclusions, and says that "On balance then, I would say that the self-sustaining agents in the SCL system do not pass my suggested heuristic test for 'full' autopoiesis. This must be considered at least a little controversial given that the model was designed explicitly to illustrate autopoietic organization (albeit in minimal form)". His discussion emphasizes how difficult it is to confirm if a system, even one as simple as SCL, is or is not autopoietic, largely I believe because of the informal and obscure way in which Maturana and Varela have presented the concept of autopoiesis.

In the case of AutoCM, when two or more cells are placed within the same external chemical solution and are allowed to indirectly influence each other, the multiple cells do maintain their own individuality over time. AutoCM would seem to pass the McMullin heuristic. This
difference between SCL and AutoCM comes about largely because of the way the two systems are implemented.

However, if in AutoCM a sufficient number of large cells were placed in the same solution as a single small cell, then eventually the small cell would lose all of its material and would merge with the solution and thus with the larger cells. It would be unable to maintain its individuality. It would also be interesting in AutoCM to see what would happen if two cells were placed in intimate contact with each other, such that each lipid bilayer had direct access to the lipids of the other cell. In this case there would probably be symmetrical movement of lipids between the two, and their individuality would be preserved.

Real cells maintain their individuality when in intimate contact with each other in a variety of ways. Almost all cells that are linked to neighboring cells "have some sort of structure exterior to the plasma [cell] membrane" (Becker, p.271). Lipid molecules migrate at a much faster rate (measured in fractions of a second vs. more than a week) laterally within a lipid layer than they do between two layers in a lipid bilayer (Becker, p.190). Real cells pass the McMullin heuristic.

**Future directions - Goal-directed uses of AutoCM**
The present paper has already discussed Maturana and Varela's distinction between autopoietic and allopoietic systems. Let us assume that AutoCM is an autopoietic system or at least a simulation of an autopoietic system. Can we now create and attach a separate allopoietic system to AutoCM, such that AutoCM will perform useful computational work for the allopoietic system, and will still maintain its autopoietic organization? One important reason for posing this question is as a means of exploring autopoiesis, the main topic of the present paper, more deeply.

For present purposes, let us define "useful computational work" as the ability to perform single and multi operator arithmetic calculations, and return a correct result. Operations will be restricted to addition and multiplication, represented symbolically in the allopoietic domain as the
operators + and *. There must be at least one and no more than two such operators in a requested calculation. Operands will be restricted to the positive integers between 1 and 5. Nesting of operations is allowed, but only to one level.

Table 8 shows several computations that AutoCM will be expected to perform, as well as the expected correct answers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2+5)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2*5)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((2+3)*4)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2+(3*4))</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8 - Test inputs and outputs.

The above descriptive terms such as "useful", "calculations", "operator", "operand", "input", "output", etc. are all from the perspective of a human goal-oriented agent and an associated allopoietic system. A calculator can directly perform these calculations, as can a fairly simple traditional computer program written in a wide variety of computer languages. But it is not obvious how an autopoietic cell could be made to do this type of work.

These results suggest that it is plausible to suggest that real cellular processes could be manipulated so as to produce the types of simple calculations indicated above. AutoCM purports to be a simulation of a real cell. It is of course missing most of the complexity of a real cell, but it does have the autopoietic organization which Maturana and Varela hold is the hallmark of life.

I would like to propose one plausible mechanism by which a more advanced version of AutoCM could be made to do these simple arithmetic calculations. It is not important whether or not this particular mechanism should prove capable or not of doing the calculations. What is important is that there are potential mechanisms by which the normal, built-in, innate processes of an autopoietic system can be brought to bear to produce humanly useful work without destroying the autopoietic organization.
The proposed mechanism would start by having the human give the allopoietic system (AlloSystem) a simple arithmetic problem in standard symbolic form, such as \((2+5)\). AlloSystem would convert this to a virus, which is a natural allopoietic machine. The symbols \((2+5)\) would be encoded in RNA as three viral genes. The RNA would be packaged inside a virus protein coat, and would then be injected into the autopoietic cell.

The three RNA strands (or possibly a single concatenated strand) would find their way to the ribosomes that line the external wall of the rough endoplasmic reticulum (rough ER) where they would be treated in the same way as any other RNA. The ribosome would automatically translate the RNA into three separate polypeptide (protein) strings. It would push these through the membrane to the interior (lumen) of the ER where the polypeptides would fold into proteins and might be subjected to various post-translational regulatory modifications. They would then be packaged as cargo into one or several vesicles.

The vesicles would bud off the external face of the ER, would be transported to the cis face of the golgi apparatus (GA). This is the first step in the cell's normal secretory pathway by which proteins and lipids are sorted and selectively transported outward from the nuclear region to other parts of the cell or to the exterior of the cell. The "golgi apparatus (GA) functions as a major biosynthetic organelle involved in the packaging and post-translational modification of newly synthesized proteins" and "serves as the cell's main sorting and distribution station for protein and vesicle traffic" (Farquhar & Hauri, 1997, p. 65). In our case, we want to make use of the pathway that leads to the exterior.

The arithmetic calculation would be performed by the operator protein (+) acting on the two operand proteins \((2, 5)\). It is important that this only happen at the right time, while all three are together within the same vesicle. The ER, vesicle, and golgi compartments naturally serve to constrain, sort, separate, and generally carefully regulate cellular processes. Cargo is tagged to indicate its destination, and may be modified to allow it safe passage. The tagging is similar in
concept to the addition of headers and trailers, and various other modifications performed on data in telecommunication systems. Possibly the operator protein could be made inactive using normal cellular processes until the right time.

The + operator protein, once activated, would take whatever two substrate operand proteins it was packaged with, and would combine these into a single protein. In the current example, it would combine the two-unit-long protein with the five-unit-long protein to produce a protein that is seven units long. Possibly the operator protein would then be again deactivated or tagged for later destruction.

Eventually the secretory pathway would transport a vesicle containing the resulting seven-unit-long protein to the cell's outer membrane. The vesicle would merge with the membrane and spill its contents outside, a process called exocytosis.

At this point the allopoietic process would gain access to the resulting protein, and could read off the answer by counting its length. In an experiment with a real cell the operand proteins could possibly be tagged in some way so that the result would glow fluorescently or radioactively. The result, in the form of the symbol 7 would then be reported to the human who posed the original question.

The various compartments in this pathway, especially vesicles and golgi cisternae, are a key ingredient. They provide the sort of boundary that autopoiesis implies is necessary to allow specific processes to proceed. The boundary concentrates the entities required in the reaction, and excludes other entities that might interfere. The availability of temporary vesicles could allow for more complex computations than just (2+5). They could for example help to distinguish ((2+3)*4) from (2+(3*4)). Membrane bounded vesicles and golgi cisternae should possibly be thought of as a cellular analog of symbolic parentheses (). Every pair of parentheses together with its operator implies the need for a separate vesicle. Recursion is probably not possible, at least with real cells, because there is no autopoietic process inside a vesicle to produce membranes. A
vesicle lacks sufficient internal complexity. However, recursive processes can generally be transformed into iterative processes.

Every part of the process, from initial virus to ribosome to ER vesicle to golgi to another vesicle to exocytosis would be just business-as-usual as far as the cell is concerned. The allopoietic request simply becomes part of the normal cyclical activity of the cell. The cycles just pull the "input" along, rather than being pushed into doing anything as would be the case in a traditional computer system.

A small amount of allopoietic input would only perturb the cell's structure slightly, but would leave intact its autopoietic organization. A real virus in a real cell might go well beyond this level of perturbation, by hijacking much of the cell's machinery for the purpose of reproducing a large number of copies of the virus. Eventually the cell outer membrane would burst, the new viruses would emerge, and the cell would die. "In a living system loss of autopoiesis is disintegration as a unity and loss of identity, that is, death" (Maturana & Varela, 1980, p. 112).

Unlike a traditional allopoietic calculation machine, in the autopoietic system there is no distinction between the hardware or software that the machine consists of and the programs and data that these operate on. The autopoietic system is fully embodied. Every computation or calculation it performs makes a real structural difference to it, and has the potential to disrupt its fundamental architectural organization, possibly to destroy it. Computation has consequences for an autopoietic system.

These potential consequences have a lot to do with the resilience/robustness/redundancy of living systems. A cell is constantly on the edge of the type of ordered computation performed by allopoietic machines and the forces of disorder that strive to tear it apart. This balancing act is what Chris Langton and others in the ALife community call the "edge of chaos". A cell must be resilient or it will not survive. It gets its resilience by virtue of its being an autopoietic system.
The resilience of autopoietic systems, coupled with the possibility that autopoietic processes can be harnessed or hijacked by allopoietic systems to perform useful work, suggests that autopoiesis may be a potent architectural principle to use in building complex computer systems.

Conclusions
In this project I have integrated the basic ideas of autopoiesis theory into a pre-existing model of a biological cell. Through this integration I have been able to address many of the issues that arose during that earlier work. The resulting AutoCM system is an autopoietic system, able to maintain its own internal organization and able to maintain the boundary that keeps it separate from its environment. There is much work that remains to be done - to determine how autopoietic and allopoietic systems can work together, and in the context of cognitive science, to understand how our human cognitive allopoietic goal-oriented natures can be explained in terms of the autopoietic cells out of which we are constructed.
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Cell Model Containment Hierarchy

The top level capsule in the containment hierarchy is called LifeTheUniverseAndEverything, after the book by Douglas Adams (1982). The top of the hierarchy is as follows:

```
LifeTheUniverseAndEverything
 . SolarSystem
  . . Sun
  . . . Earth
  . . . SimpleEcology
  . . . . HumanBeing (me)
  . . . . Eye
  . . . . . Mouth
  . . . . . Lung
  . . . . . CirculatorySystem
  . . . . . NervousSystem
  . . . . . DigestiveSystem
  . . . . Lettuce
  . . . . BodyOfWater (lake)
  . . . . Atmosphere
  . . . . . Land
```

Figure 1, Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the top of the hierarchy as modeled visually in RRT.

**Figure 1** - The Solar System capsule contains the Sun and the Earth.
In the Simple Ecology of Figure 2, the Atmosphere functions as a storehouse for the Oxygen and Carbon Dioxide needed by plants and animals. The lake is a Body of Water that serves as a usable storehouse of Water. The Land includes Soil where Organic Matter is broken down for recycling. Lettuce is a plant that uses some of the received Solar Energy to drive the conversion of Water and Carbon Dioxide into sugars such as Sucrose and Glucose. Some of the other Photons in the Solar Energy are reflected off the Lettuce, and are sent to me as Visible Light. I am a Human Being. I breath Oxygen, drink Water, watch the world around me, process the information that I can sense, eat Lettuce, and eliminate Wastes.

Figure 2 - Simple Ecology.
My body, as modeled in Figure 3, includes many different systems including Lungs for breathing, Eyes for seeing, a Mouth for eating, and a Digestive System for digesting the food. I have a Circulatory System for moving the breathed air and digested food to where it’s needed, and a Nervous System to convert sensory images from the Eyes and other sensors into actions by Muscles within the Mouth and other parts of the body.

**Figure 3** - Human Being.
The part of the containment hierarchy beneath HumanBeing is as follows. Entities with an asterisk (*) at the end may exist as multiple instances.

```
HumanBeing
  . Eye
    . RetinaConesAndRods
    . Cone
    . Rod
  . Mouth
    . Muscle
    . SkeletalMuscleCell
  . Lung
    . CirculatorySystem
      . Artery (pulmonaryArtery)
      . Capillary (pCapillary)
      . BloodPlasma*
      . Vein (pulmonaryVein)
      . BloodPlasma*
      . BoneMarrow
      . Erythrocyte*
      . Heart
      . LeftAtrium
      . RightAtrium
      . TheArrowOfTime
      . LeftVentricle
      . BloodPlasma*
      . Erythrocyte*
      . RightVentricle
      . Artery*
      . BloodPlasma*
      . Capillary*
      . Vein*
      . BloodPlasma*
      . NeuronCapillaryConnectors
  . NervousSystem
    . CentralNervousSystem (cns)
      . Brain
      . ForeBrain
      . Diencephalon
      . Thalamus
      . LateralGeniculateNucleus
      . Neuron
      . Astrocyte
      . Hypothalamus
      . Retina
      . BipolarCell
      . GanglionCell
      . Cerebrum
      . CerebralCortex
      . PrimaryVisualCortex
      . Neuron
      . MotorCortex
      . Neuron
      . MidBrain
      . HindBrain
      . SpinalCord
      . SpinalCordCervicalRegion
      . VentralHornLeft*
      . VentralHornRight*
      . MotorNeuron*
      . MotorNeuron*
      . SpinalCordThoracicRegion
      . SpinalCordLumbarRegion
      . SpinalCordSacralRegion
      . SpinalCordCoccygealRegion
      . PeripheralNervousSystem (pns)
      . DorsalRootGanglion
      . FreeNerveEndingNeuron
      . Synapses
      . SynapticCleft*
      . SynapticCleftFluid
      . Enzyme
  . DigestiveSystem
    . Esophagus
    . Stomach
    . Food
    . SmallIntestine
    . MucosalCell
    . DigestedFood
    . Colon
    . LargeIntestine
    . Rectum
```
The next part of the containment hierarchy is the domain of the cell itself:

```
EukaryoticCell
  . Nucleus
    . . Nucleoplasm
    . . Nucleolus
    . . . Fibril
    . . . Granule
    . . . RnaPolymeraseI
    . . . Chromosome
    . . . . Dna
    . . . Nucleosol
    . . . TranscriptionComplexII
      . . . RnaPolymeraseII
      . . . . TFIID
      . . . . TFIIB
      . . . . TFIIE
      . . . . TFIIF
      . . . . TFIIH
      . . . TranscriptionComplexIII
      . . . . RegulatoryComplex
        . . . Ctf
        . . . . Sp1
        . . NuclearEnvelop
        . . . NuclearPore
        . . . . Transporter
        . . . NuclearPoreAqueousChannel
        . . . NuclearOuterMembrane
        . . . . NuclearOuterBilayer
        . . . PerinuclearSpace
        . . . NuclearInnerMembrane
        . . . . NuclearInnerBilayer
        . . . . NuclearLamina
  . Cytoplasm
    . . Cytosol
    . . . Water
    . . RoughEr
    . . . ErMembrane
    . . . . ErBilayer
    . . . . CisternalSpace
  . ErFluid
  . SmoothEr
  . . . ErMembrane
  . . . . ErBilayer
  . . . . CisternalSpace
  . . . ErFluid
  . . Mitochondrion
    . . MitochondrialDualMembrane
    . . . MitochondrialOuterMembrane
    . . . . MitochondrialOuterBilayer
    . . . MitochondrialIntermembranesol
    . . MitochondrialInnerMembrane
    . . . MitochondrialInnerBilayer
    . . . . PyruvateTransporter
    . . . . Matrix
    . . . . . Matrixsol
    . . . . . . Enzyme*
    . . . . . . Ribosome
    . . . . . Ribosome
    . . . . . . Enzyme*
    . . . . . mRNA
    . . . . GolgiComplex
    . . . . . GolgiSaccule*
    . . . . . GolgiMembrane
    . . . . . . GolgiBilayer
    . . . . . GolgiSpace
    . . . . . GolgiFluid
    . . . . . Vesicle
    . . . . . CytoSkeleton
  . CellMembrane
    . . CellBilayer
    . . . LipidDisintegration
    . . . . LipidLayer (2)
    . . . . . Lipid*
    . . . . . . LipidPolarHead
    . . . . . . . LipidNonPolarTail
    . . . Transporter (and/or Channel)
```
A Eukaryotic Cell is the type of cell found in all plants and animals, including humans. Each cell has a thin Cell Membrane as a boundary between itself and the outside world, Cytoplasm where the bulk of its metabolic processing takes place, and an inner Nucleus where genetic activity takes place.

**Figure 4** - Eukaryotic Cell.
The Cytoplasm contains many important entities in the Cell Model. The Cytosol contains Small Molecules. Each type of Enzyme converts substrate molecules in the Cytosol into products, which in turn are used as substrates by other enzymes. The many Mitochondria in the system are organelles that perform part of the metabolic processing of the cell. The Ribosome and Messenger RNA (mRNA) increase the number of enzymes of specific types as specified by the DNA.

**Figure 5** - Cytoplasm.
Neurons are specialized cells that extend the cell containment hierarchy as follows:

- **MotorNeuron**
  - **NeuronCellBody**
    - Nucleus
    - Nucleoplasm
    - Nucleolus
    - Fibril
    - Granule
    - RNA Polymerase I
    - Chromosome
    - DNA
    - Nucleosol
    - Transcription Complex II
    - Transcription Complex III
    - Regulatory Complex
    - Ctf
    - Spl
    - Nuclear Envelope
    - Nuclear Pore
    - Transporter
    - Nuclear Pore Aqueous Channel
    - Nuclear Outer Membrane
    - Nuclear Inner Membrane
    - Nuclear Lamina
    - Cytoplasm
    - Cell Membrane
    - Cell Bilayer
  - **Dendrites**
    - Dendrite
    - Dendrite Membrane
    - Dendrite Bilayer
    - NMDA Receptor
    - Dendrite Membrane
    - Dendrite Bilayer
    - NMDA Receptor

- **Axon**
  - Axon Hillock
  - Axon Segment
  - Axon Membrane
  - Axon Bilayer
  - Axon Segment
  - Axon Membrane
  - Axon Bilayer
  - Myelin Cell

- **Terminal Buttons**
  - Terminal Button
    - Terminal Button Plasm
    - Synaptic Vesicle Membrane
    - Synaptic Vesicle Bilayer
    - Synaptotagmin
    - Synaptic Vesicle Space
    - Synaptic Vesicle Fluid
    - Endosome
    - Endosome Membrane
    - Endosome Bilayer
    - Endosome Space
    - Endosome Fluid
    - Terminal Button Fluid
    - Terminal Button Membrane
    - Terminal Button Bilayer
    - Voltage Gated Ca Channel
Neurons are implemented in the Cell Model by placing a Eukaryotic Cell inside a container and adding Dendrites, Axons, and Terminal Buttons. In Figure 6, neuronCellBody is the Eukaryotic Cell. Motor Neuron is one type of Neuron.

Figure 6 - Motor Neuron.
Some non-biological infrastructure is also required in the model. This is thought of as an artificial nanotechnology that could exist in the real world and is being simulated in RRT. The nanotechnology components are as follows:

- ConfigurationAgent
- MmfAgent
- MmfReflctor
- ActiveObjectScheduler

*Figure 7 - Cell Model. Top level of containment hierarchy.*

When the complete RRT simulation is running, there are between 100,000 and 1,000,000 capsules in the complete containment hierarchy. The number varies depending on how many instances of each component is created. The * to the right of many entities indicates that multiple instances may exist. The size of the model is only constrained by the memory and processing capability of the computer that it runs on.

In addition to RRT capsules, the model also includes more traditional C++ classes. These are used to represent small molecules, and are also important at the non-biological computer implementation level.
Note that everything in the containment hierarchy, other than the nanotechnology entities, corresponds to something in the natural world.

The cell is the main focus of the Cell Model. Much of the containment hierarchy is part of the environment of an individual cell. These higher levels can be thought of as a set of systems that are of biological interest in their own right, as a way of integrating the cells into their natural environment, or as a test harness for the various types of cell.

A test harness is an essential part of any computer system, and may be more complex than the system itself. A test harness is a structure built around a system that allows complete testing of every entity within the system. In the case of the Cell Model it makes sense to build the test harness using entities and interfaces that actually exist in the physical world inhabited by cells. The result is that it is not at all clear where the system ends and its environment begins. One of the strengths of RRT is that a system and its test environment/harness are constructed in the same way, and that any system can be readily embedded within a larger system.

The more levels removed from the level of the cell itself, the less detail is contained within the model. At the level of the Sun for example, there is only a simple timer that transmits photons on a regular basis. The simple Lettuce entity receives the photons which it uses to either simply construct sucrose sugars, or reflects the photons into the Eye of the HumanBeing. Lake, Atmosphere and Land are similarly very simple in structure.
Cell Model Inheritance Hierarchy
The major capsules involved in superclass/subclass relations are shown below.

Animal
  HumanBeing
  Atrium
    LeftAtrium
    RightAtrium
  BloodVessel
    Artery
      SpinalArtery
    Capillary
    Vein
      SpinalVein
  CelestialBody
  Earth
  Sun
  EndoplasmicReticulum
    RoughEr
    SmoothEr
  EukaryoticCell
    AstrocyteCellBody
    Erythrocyte
    MucosalCell
    MuscleCellBody
    NeuronCellBody
  InternalSpace
    CisternalSpace
    EndosomeSpace
    GolgiSpace
    LysosomeSpace
    PerinuclearSpace
    PeroxisomeSpace
    SecretoryVesicleSpace
    SynapticVesicleSpace
  LgNeuroreceptor
    AmpaKainateReceptor
    GabaAReceptor
    NicotinicAChReceptor
    NmdaReceptor
  LipidBilayer
    AxonBilayer
    CellBilayer
    ChloroplastBilayer
    DendriteBilayer
    EndosomeBilayer
    ErBilayer
    GolgiBilayer
    LysosomeBilayer
    MitochondrialInnerBilayer
    MitochondrialOuterBilayer
    MitochondrialOuterMembrane
    NuclearInnerBilayer
    NuclearOuterBilayer
    PeroxisomeBilayer
    SecretoryVesicleBilayer
    SynapticVesicleBilayer
    TerminalButtonBilayer
    VacuoleBilayer
  LipidDisintegration
  Membrane
    AxonMembrane
    CellMembrane
    MucosalCellMembrane
    ChloroplastMembrane
    DendriteMembrane
    EndosomeMembrane
  ErMembrane
  GolgiMembrane
  LysosomeMembrane
  MitochondrialInnerMembrane
  MitochondrialOuterMembrane
  NuclearInnerMembrane
  NuclearOuterMembrane
  PeroxisomeMembrane
  SecretoryVesicleMembrane
  SynapticVesicleMembrane
  TerminalButtonMembrane
  VacuoleMembrane
  MyelinCell
  Oligodendrocyte
  SchwannCell
  NervousSystemEntity
    Brain
    CeliacGanglion
    CentralNervousSystem
    Cerebellum
    CerebralCortex
    Cerebrum
    Diencephalon
    DorsalHornLeft
    DorsalHornRight
    DorsalRootGanglion
    ForeBrain
    HindBrain
    HypoThalamus
    InferiorMesentericGanglion
    LateralGeniculateNucleus
    Medulla
    MidBrain
    MotorCortex
    ParasympOrganGanglion
    PeripheralNervousSystem
    Pons
    PrimaryVisualCortex
    Retina
    RetinaConesAndRods
    SpinalCord
    SpinalCordRegion
      SpinalCordCervicalRegion
      SpinalCordCoccygealRegion
      SpinalCordLumbarRegion
      SpinalCordSacrocaudalRegion
    SpinalCordThoracicRegion
    SympatheticChain
    SympatheticChainGanglion
    Thalamus
    VentralHornLeft
    VentralHornParasymp
    VentralHornRight
    VentralHornSym
  Neuron
    CentralNeuron
    AfferentCentralNeuron
    BipolarCell
    GanglionCell
    EfferentCentralNeuron
    InterNeuron
    SpinalInterNeuron
    MotorNeuron
    SensoryReceptorNeuron
FreeNerveEndingNeuron  Nucleosol
MechanoReceptorNeuron  PerinuclearFluid
MeissnerCorpuscleNeuron  PeroxisomeFluid
MerkelsDiskNeuron  SecretoryVesicleFluid
MuscleSpindleNeuron  SynapticCleftFluid
PacinianCorpuscleNeuron  SynapticVesicleFluid
RuffinisCorpuscleNeuron  TerminalButtonFluid
PhotoReceptorNeuron  GaseousSolution
Cone  Solvent
Rod  Water
Plant  TranscriptionComplex
Lettuce  TranscriptionComplexI
PhotoReceptor  TranscriptionComplexII
ConeOuterSegment  TranscriptionComplexIII
RodOuterSegment  TransportProtein
Solution  PyruvateTransporter
CellularSolution  SucroseTransporter
ChloroplastFluid  Ventricle
Cytosol  LeftVentricle
EndosomeFluid  RightVentricle
ErFluid  VoltageGatedChannel
GolgiFluid  VoltageGatedCaChannel
LysosomeFluid  VoltageGatedKChannel
Matrixsol  VoltageGatedNaChannel
MitochondrialIntermembranesol

**Cell Model Active Objects**

In an ideal RRT system, only leaf level capsules have ongoing behavior. Other levels often have initial configuration behavior, but do nothing after they are initially created.

In the following 21-level containment hierarchy, only the MitochondrialOuterBilayer capsule is an active object. All the rest are just containers.

- LifeTheUniverseAndEverything → SolarSystem → Earth → SimpleEcology → HumanBeing → NervousSystem → CentralNervousSystem → Brain → ForeBrain → Diencephalon → Thalamus → LateralGeniculateNucleus → Neuron → NeuronCellBody → Cytoplasm → Mitochondrion → MitochondrialDualMembrane → MitochondrialOuterMembrane → MitochondrialOuterBilayer → LipidLayer → Lipid → LipidPolarHead
**Cell Model Small Molecule Data Structure**

The following are all the small molecules found in the Cell Model. These are found in molTypeData.dat, and in SmallMoleculeDc.h, and in all small molecule data structures pointed to by enzymes, transport proteins, lipid bilayers, and other active objects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sugars</th>
<th>Common small molecules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fructose</td>
<td>Gtp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galactose</td>
<td>Camp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactose</td>
<td>CarbonDioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maltose</td>
<td>Oxygen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannose</td>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sucrose</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Polysaccharides
- Glycogen
- Starch

Alcohols
- Ethanol

Aldehydes
- Acetaldehyde

**Glycolytic Pathway Intermediates**
- DihydroxyacetonePhosphate
- Fructose_1x6_Biphosphate
- Fructose_2x6_Biphosphate
- Fructose_6_Phosphate
- Galactose_1_Phosphate
- Glucose_1_Phosphate
- Glucose_6_Phosphate
- Glyceraldehyde_3_Phosphate
- GlycerolPhosphate
- Mannose_6_Phosphate
- PhosphoEnolPyruvate
- UDP_Galactose
- UDP_Glucose
- X1x3_BisphosphoGlycerate
- X2_PhosphoGlycerate
- X3_PhosphoGlycerate

**Tricarboxylic Acid (TCA) Intermediates**
- A_Ketoglutarate
- Citrate
- Fumarate
- Isocitrate
- Malate
- Oxaloacetate
- SuccinylCoa
- Succinate

**ATP**
- Adp
- Amp
- Atp
- Gdp

**Miscellaneous Small Molecules**
- Lactate
- Pyruvate

**Coenzymes**
- AcetylCoA
- CoA
- Fad
- Fadh
- Nad
- Nadh

**Organic Acids**
- Lactate
- Pyruvate

**Neurotransmitters**
- Acetylcholine
- Glutamate
- Aspartate
- Gaba
- Glycine
- Dopamine
- Norepinephrine
- Epinephrine
- Serotonin
- Histamine
- MethionineEnkephalin

**Ions**
- Ca
- Cl
- E
- H
- HCO
- K
- Na

**Lipids**
- Phosphatidic_Acid
- Ethanolamine
- PhosphatidylyEthanolamine
- PE_InVicinity
Circulatory System
In the Circulatory System capsules are active objects, with the function of getting cells, enzymes, transporters, and membranes into position so they can operate on small molecules. Arteries and Veins circulate the Blood Plasma which contains Erythrocytes (red blood cells) a type of Eukaryotic Cell. The Heart pumps the Blood Plasma, and the Bone Marrow manufactures Erythrocytes. In the Cell Model, the Circulatory System functions as a way to move Eukaryotic Cells from one environment to another to test their ability to take-up and release oxygen, carbon dioxide, and glucose. Oxygen is picked up in the Lung, Glucose is picked up in the Small Intestine, and both molecules are released in the Brain. This happens without the Erythrocytes ever knowing what part of the body they are located in. It only depends on the relative concentrations of chemicals as the Erythrocytes are pumped from through the system.

Figure 8 - Circulatory System.